
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 

NINTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN AND 

FOR ORANGE COUNTY, FLORIDA 

FRONTPAGE ATTRACTIONS, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

WORLDWIDE MEDIA SERVICES 

GROUP, INC. f/k/a AMERICAN MEDIA, 

INC., successor by merger to AMERICAN 

MEDIA OPERATIONS, INC.,  

Defendant. 

 

               CASE NO.  

 

 

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

 Plaintiff, FRONTPAGE ATTRACTIONS, LLC (“Frontpage”), sues Defendant, 

WORLDWIDE MEDIA SERVICES GROUP, INC. f/k/a AMERICAN MEDIA, INC., successor 

by merger to AMERICAN MEDIA OPERATIONS, INC. (“AMI”), and alleges: 

INTRODUCTION 

1. In 2010, Plaintiff, Frontpage, with great promise entered into an Intellectual 

Property License Agreement (the “Agreement”), as renewed, with AMI to open themed visitor 

attractions (the “Attraction” or “Attractions”) based upon the iconic tabloid, the “National 

Enquirer,” the rights to which AMI owned or controlled.  The crescendo of anticipation regarding 

the Attraction climaxed on October 22, 2018, when AMI’s CEO, David Pecker (“Pecker”), with 

great aplomb, anointed the Attraction with the name “National Enquirer Live!,” promising a star-

studded grand opening for which he pledged even having President Donald Trump send a live 

congratulatory Tweet to the visitors.  The seeming support from AMI and Pecker led Frontpage to 

expend substantial funds toward the Attraction.  
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2.  All of the excitement and support from AMI, though, came to an abrupt halt 

beginning in January of 2019—for reasons which only later became known due to its intense public 

scrutiny of the relationship with President Donald Trump—when AMI began a campaign of 

thwarting, impeding, and generally preventing Frontpage from utilizing the intellectual property 

(e.g., trademarks and service marks; written, graphic, and photographic content of publications; 

trade dress, etc.) (the “National Enquirer IP”) associated with the National Enquirer brand, all 

designed to kill the project.  However, by then, Frontpage already had expended millions of dollars 

in design, development, and construction to build the Attraction.  In a final gesture to shake down 

Frontpage, David Pecker demanded Frontpage pay $500,000.00 before opening, and when 

Frontpage refused the demand, AMI intensified its efforts to disable the Attraction, ultimately 

stripping it of almost all vestiges of any National Enquirer content.  Having been deprived of the 

ability to use the National Enquirer IP, Frontpage eventually had to change the name of the 

Attraction to “Beyond the Lens!”  The loss of use of the National Enquirer IP and the ability in 

good faith to brand the Attraction with the “National Enquirer” name caused Frontpage to suffer 

millions of dollars in damage for which it brings this action.   

JURISDICTION, PARTIES, AND VENUE  

3. This is an action that includes claims for damages that exceed $30,000.00, exclusive 

of interest, costs, and attorneys’ fees. 

4. At all times material to this action, Plaintiff, Frontpage, has been a Florida limited 

liability company.  

5. At all times material to this action, Defendant, AMI, has been a Delaware 

corporation with its principal place of business located in Florida.   

6. AMI is subject to the jurisdiction of this Court under Section 48.193(1)(a)(1), (2), 

(7), and (9), Florida Statutes, because it conducted, engaged in, or carried on business in this state; 
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committed a tort in this state; breached a contract in this state and within this judicial district; and 

entered and breached a contract that complies with Section 685.102, Florida Statutes, causing 

damage to Frontpage within this state.  

7. AMI is also subject to the jurisdiction of this Court under Section 48.193(2), Florida 

Statutes, because it engaged in substantial and not isolated activity within the state of Florida. 

8. Moreover, AMI submitted itself to the jurisdiction of this Court under the 

Agreement between AMI and Frontpage, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as 

Exhibit “A.” Specifically, the Agreement states:   

Where Federal subject matter or diversity jurisdiction exists in respect of a 

dispute which the parties cannot themselves resolve amicably, the parties 

designate the United States District Court for the Middle District of Florida 

as the exclusive forum for resolution of that dispute, and both parties hereby 

agree to submit themselves and the dispute to the exclusive jurisdiction of 

said Court. Where Federal subject matter or diversity jurisdiction in respect 

of such dispute does not exist, the parties designate the Ninth Judicial 

Circuit Court of Florida, as appropriate to original jurisdiction, as the 

exclusive forums for the resolution of that dispute and agree to submit 

themselves and the dispute to the jurisdiction of those Courts.  

 

(Ex. A at ¶ 13.) 

 

9. Under Section 47.051, Florida Statutes, venue is proper in Orange County, Florida, 

because the causes of action accrued in Orange County, and because AMI contractually agreed to 

litigate all disputes in Orange County. 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS  

10. In 2010, Frontpage, a developer and operator of visitor entertainment attractions, 

conceived the idea for a series of attractions which would bring to life some of the most famous 

and controversial stories covered in the National Enquirer tabloid magazine (the “Attraction” or 

“Attractions”).  The Attractions would feature interactive exhibits, including expositions about 

how the stories were obtained, telling the stories behind the stories.   
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11. To acquire the rights to showcase the National Enquirer content in its Attractions, 

on April 27, 2010, Frontpage entered the Agreement, as renewed, with American Media 

Operations, Inc., then a subsidiary of AMI, the publisher of the National Enquirer.  American 

Media Operations, Inc.  later merged into AMI. 

12. Under the Agreement, inter alia, AMI granted Frontpage an exclusive license to, 

“use, reproduce, distribute copies of, make derivative works of, publish, distribute, display, 

perform, broadcast, and transmit” the National Enquirer IP, and warranted that it owned or held 

the rights to license the National Enquirer IP to Frontpage. To acquire these rights, Frontpage paid 

AMI an initial license fee in the amount of $75,000.00. 

13. AMI initially represented to Frontpage that it held rights to the content of its stories, 

including, rights to thousands of pictures published in the National Enquirer.   

14. AMI gave Frontpage unfettered access to the National Enquirer IP from AMI’s 

databases, digital files, and its archive room at the AMI office in Florida, even loaning an AMI 

employee to Frontpage for five (5) months to source the material.     

15. On October 22, 2018, Frontpage presented its plans for the Attraction to Pecker, 

AMI’s CEO, and he expressed great enthusiasm for the project.  Pecker even gave the Attraction 

its name, dubbing it “National Enquirer Live!” Pecker could not have been any more eager, 

promising to organize a star-studded press conference in New York City to announce the 

Attraction, participate in and invite celebrities to the grand opening, and promote the National 

Enquirer Live! in its publications.  He even promised a congratulatory tweet from President 

Donald Trump.   

16. With seemingly unbridled support from AMI, Frontpage invested millions of 

dollars to plan, develop, construct, and promote the Attraction, with a planned opening of the first 
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location in Pigeon Forge in May of 2019, and a second location in Branson, Missouri, to follow 

later.   

17. AMI’s and Pecker’s enthusiasm for the Attraction, feigned or real, dissipated after 

public disparagement and obloquy about AMI’s and Pecker’s involvement in a number of “catch-

and-kill” schemes about public and media celebrities intensified.1 This scrutiny caused AMI and 

Pecker to reverse course and commence a campaign designed to undermine the Attraction with the 

intent of discouraging its opening.   

18. The enthusiasm expressed in the October 22, 2018, meeting later even gave way to 

an ominous demand by Pecker for an illegal $500,000.00 cash payment to secure AMI’s continued 

cooperation in supporting the Attraction: 

 

 
1 The phrase catch-and-kill refers to a public relations strategy practiced by media companies to purchase 

sensitive or derogatory stories from witnesses in exchange for a covenant of non-disclosure.  Once AMI 

“caught” the information, it “killed” the prospect the information would be made known.  
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19. Frontpage rejected the demand for the illegal payment, and AMI intensified its 

efforts to thwart the Attraction.  Despite the fact that AMI had allowed Frontpage access to the 

National Enquirer IP to procure, harvest, cultivate, copy, and assemble the materials in the months 

immediately preceding the scheduled opening, AMI began heavily censoring the previously 

approved materials, making repeated threats to Frontpage about use of the material.  During the 

censorship, AMI further made threats of legal action against Frontpage, claiming, for the first time, 

that it did not have rights to many photos. 

20. Shortly before the Pigeon Forge Attraction was set to open, and even though a 

majority of Frontpage’s exhibits had been finalized, AMI also forbade Frontpage from making any 

mention in its exhibits of a long list of famous individuals featured in the most sensational National 

Enquirer stories.  This most particularly applied to any content pertaining to President Donald 

Trump.  This included forcing Frontpage to remove a previously approved exhibit concerning 

Trump that cost over $100,000.00 to create, and which featured a Trump photo.   

21. AMI, dealing the intended catastrophic blow to the Attraction, essentially scrubbed 

the Attraction of any trace of National Enquirer content, frustrating the purpose of the Attraction 

and essentially rendering useless Frontpage’s exclusive license.   

22. Amid unrelenting criticism from AMI, which included a legal threat for 

Frontpage’s mentioning  the terms of the relationship with AMI, Frontpage nonetheless opened 

the Pigeon Forge Attraction, albeit in a severely diminished state, largely devoid of any unique 

National Enquirer content, hardly reflective of the National Enquirer brand.  The actions of AMI 

so depleted the Attraction that Frontpage made the difficult decision to change the name and brand 

of the Attraction from “National Enquirer Live!” to “Beyond the Lens!” to avoid public criticism 
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about misrepresenting an association with the National Enquirer given the paucity of National 

Enquirer content.  

23. The interference, lack of cooperation, and ultimate embargo of using National 

Enquirer IP caused Frontpage to incur over $2,000,000.00 to first comply with AMI’s demands, 

and ultimately re-brand the entire Pigeon Forge Attraction. 

24. This also caused Frontpage to incur another $2,000,000.00 to redesign the Branson, 

Missouri Attraction.   

25. As a direct and proximate result of AMI’s actions, Frontpage has suffered direct 

and consequential damages. 

26. All general and statutory conditions precedent to bringing this action have been 

performed, have occurred, have been waived, or have otherwise been excused by the Defendant’s 

actions. 

COUNT I  

ACTION FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT — INTELLECTUAL  

PROPERTY LICENSE AGREEMENT 

 

27. Frontpage sues AMI for damages that exceed $30,000.00 for breach of contract. 

28. Frontpage realleges, incorporates, and asserts by reference the allegations set forth 

above in paragraphs 1 through 26.  

29. Frontpage and AMI entered  the Agreement. 

30. Under the Agreement, AMI agreed that it would not unreasonably withhold 

consent to the use of the National Enquirer IP in Frontpage’s exhibits. 

31. Moreover, under the Agreement, AMI represented and warranted that it owned or 

held the rights to license the National Enquirer IP to Frontpage. 
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32. AMI materially breached the Agreement when it, unreasonably and in bad faith, 

heavily censored the previously approved materials, refused to approve Frontpage’s exhibits, and 

forbade Frontpage from making any reference to a long list of individuals, including President 

Trump. 

33. Alternatively, AMI materially breached the Agreement because it did not own or 

hold the rights to many of the materials comprising the National Enquirer IP provided to 

Frontpage.  

34. As a direct and proximate result of AMI’s actions, Frontpage has suffered direct 

and consequential damages. 

35. Frontpage has retained the law firm of Byrd Campbell, P.A., agreeing to pay 

reasonable fees for its services. 

36. Under the Agreement, Frontpage is entitled to recover from AMI all reasonable 

attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in enforcing the Agreement. 

WHEREFORE, Frontpage demands judgment against AMI for compensatory damages, 

prejudgment interest, attorneys’ fees, and costs. 

COUNT II  

 ACTION FOR FRAUD 

 

37. Frontpage sues AMI for damages that exceed $30,000.00 for fraud. 

38. Frontpage realleges, incorporates, and asserts by reference the allegations set forth 

above in paragraphs 1 through 26.  

39. AMI provided Frontpage access to the National Enquirer IP, thereby representing 

its right to license use of the materials to Frontpage. 
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40. To the extent AMI had no rights to the National Enquirer IP, AMI made material 

misrepresentations and omitted the disclosure of material facts regarding its ownership of and 

rights to the materials comprising the National Enquirer IP.  

41. AMI knew or should have known if it did not own or have rights to the materials. 

42. AMI knew or should have known that these material misrepresentations and 

omissions would have been false and misleading.  

43. At the time of making these material misrepresentations and omissions, AMI, with 

wanton and willful disregard, intended to induce Frontpage to rely on them.  

44. Frontpage reasonably relied on AMI’s representations and omissions when it 

expended millions of dollars to design, develop, construct, and promote the Attractions based upon 

the National Enquirer IP.      

45. Had Frontpage known of the material misrepresentations and omissions, it would 

not have expended millions of dollars to design, develop, construct, and promote the Attractions 

as it did. 

46. As a direct and proximate result of the misrepresentations and omissions made by 

AMI, Frontpage has suffered direct and consequential damages. 

WHEREFORE, Frontpage demands judgment against AMI for compensatory damages, 

reserving the right to seek punitive damages upon a proper proffer, prejudgment interest, and costs. 

 

 

 

 

<Demand for Jury Trial and Signature on Following Page> 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

 Frontpage demands a trial by jury for all issues so triable.  

Dated: July 1, 2020.   

 s/ Tucker H. Byrd  

Tucker H. Byrd  

Florida Bar No. 381632 

Scottie N. McPherson  

Florida Bar No. 085137 

Julia M. Wischmeier 

Florida Bar No. 1011604 

BYRD CAMPBELL, P.A.  

180 Park Avenue North, Suite 2A 

Winter Park, Florida 32789 

Telephone: (407) 392-2285 

Facsimile:  (407) 392-2286 

Primary Email: TByrd@ByrdCampbell.com 

Primary Email: SMcPherson@ByrdCampbell.com 

Primary Email: JWischmeier@ByrdCampbell.com 

Secondary Email: Paralegal@ByrdCampbell.com 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

 

mailto:TByrd@ByrdCampbell.com
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